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FROM THE

EDITOR’S DESK
The Company Bill is finally revised with incorporation
of the much awaited provision of making CSR a
meaningful activity by the profit making
organizations. But as they say, ‘however thin you
may slice it, it will always have two sides’. The debate
over the outcomes of CSR will continue, at least for
some time to come.
If one reads between the lines, the new bill indicates
that CSR is “you have to do well in business to do good
for the society”. This viewpoint concerns philanthropy
not CSR; it is about the social responsibility of wealth
rather than the social responsibility of business. I
would rather like to think it as “you have to do good for
the society to do well in business”, because this
viewpoint keeps society before profits and this mindset
can only change the perspective of the Corporate Social
Responsibility in its true sense.
Going by the thought that I support, it would
translate that since the beginning of times, the
successful ‘vyaparis’ had erected, schools, libraries,
galleries, museums, theatres, universities etc, are not
CSR initiatives. Perhaps this is why a clause in the
recently passed Bill says that spending money on
erecting a school building will not be counted as CSR,
but contributing to the PM or CM’s Relief Fund will.
The individual acts of philanthropy are the social
responsibility of wealth, but not the social
responsibility of businesses. CSR is about corporations
becoming socially responsible – “doing good” – in order
to be profitable – “doing well”.
The current issue of CSR TIMES is weaved around
these two thoughts and has come out well with many
interesting reads that include the recent passage of
Company Bill, its implications, views, and
counterviews, an NGO’s contribution towards the cause
of society, a PSU’s successful CSR activities, a
multinational organisation’s endeavour of giving
something back to the society, and many more.
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Amod K Kanth
Prayas;
Former Director
General

CSR can become a very useful tool if it joins with the NGOs and
channelize the resources and funds through them for the
development and betterment of deprived and poor sections of
the community, particularly the children in need, marginalized
and unemployed youth, women in distress, elders uncared for,
and the disabled, besides the deviants etc.

Betterment of Society

A

mong the fastest developing countries India has the fourth largest
economy in the world, yet we are among the poorest countries with
nearly 33 percent of world’s poor i.e. 1.2 billion people. National
Sample Survey (NSSO) 2009-10 also indicates that poverty in
India has increased and the over-all percentage of the poor has
gone up dramatically from 60% in 1973-74 to 73%, in 2009-10 among the urban
population and from 56% in 1973-74 to 76% in 2009-10 among the rural population, albeit based on the out-moded 2100/2400 calories’ calculations by the
Planning Commission of India. Mr. Suresh Tendulkar (Member, Planning
6 | CSR TIMES | SEPTEMBER 2013
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Commission) Committee claimed
37% of Indian population being
Below Poverty Line (BPL). Mr. Arjun
Sen Gupta (Unorganized Sector
Commission) report had created a
sensation when it stated that 77%
of Indians lived on less than Rs.20
a day. Our economist - Prime
Minister, Mr. Manmohan Singh has
himself accepted that not less than
40-42% people in the country are
below poverty line. There are huge
disparities between the rich and the
poor and these ever-widening
schisms are causesing major conflicts and a divided social order.
From 1950 till date, during the
12-Five Year Plan periods, while
travelling our way from a fully
planned to a mixed economy, now
we are into the era of the private
economy. Today, the planning process is being routinely influenced
by the business and the corporate
although our socialistic government
has also taken up a large number of
schemes, projects and programmes
to eradicate, or atleast, curb the
further growth of poverty. In every
budget, the government is allocating increasing amounts for the
social sector that constitute Poverty
Alleviation, Health, Education,
Environment, Children, Women,
Elderly Disabled, Deviants etc. for
whom hundreds of Central/Statesponsored Schemes have been formulated, implemented, even
dropped. Yet, the situation remains
abysmally poor in India – whose
Human Development Indicators
(HDIs) are at times worse off when
compared to even its neighbouring
Pakistan, Nepal & Bangladesh, who
are among the poorest and the
least developed countries. We don’t
cover ourselves with glory in the
given socio-economic scenario.
Sixty-five years after India’s
Independence our democratic pro-

file is clear and so is the respective
roles to be played by the
Government, Corporate, Market &
Business and the Civil Society at
large. The Indian government is all
pervasive – from Panchayat to
Parliament or from Patwari to Prime
Minister, the economy has brought
us to the global forefront, and the
civil society is now on the streets
demanding its legitimate share and
playing its role in the socio-political
churning of the country.
The voluntary organizations in
the socio-cultural and development
sector of India has always played a
significant role, but the role of NGOs
in country’s economic change is yet
to be defined. Over the years, however, the character of the socialsector and the voluntary organizations has changed significantly. As
per some reports of the Planning
Commission there are over 3.5 million NGOs (an expression that goes
with the voluntary organizations,
civil society or community-based
organizations, as distinct from the
private business) in India, who may
legitimately be converted into the
most powerful “change agents” for
our socio economic transformation.
These NGOs are required to play
7 | CSR TIMES | SEPTEMBER 2013

the role of the million bridges
between the government and the
people by helping in the implementation of the policies and schemes
and also becoming the channels of
communications for the masses’
aspirations. The NGOs are indeed
making people aware and empower
them through their direct help,
awareness programmes, community meetings etc about the various
privileges provided by government
which they cannot access on their
own.
In order to add volume and
strength to these programmes, the
Corporate which are the visible
driving force of our economy, can
play a much bigger role than what
they are doing right now. In the process of the on-going discussions on
the Companies Bill, 2012 which has
since been passed by the Lok
Sabha, the CSR valuation is estimated to be nearly Rs. 18000
Crores annually, which means that
so much of money may be pumped
into the social-sector in addition to
the government’s allocated funds.
Therefore, in order to add volume
and strength to these programmes,
Corporate can play the most important role while they truly join hands

with the civil society organizations
(NGOs) who are in the business of
rendering their services in the
social-sector, with or without the
government.
NGOs of India working in the
missionary mode have a long history even before the concept of
CSR emerged in the way it is being
perceived today. They’ve been
working silently and selflessly for
the reforms, social upliftment and
development of the country. These
NGOs are essentially service delivery organizations working amongst
the poor and needy while employing the local people for the emancipation of their own areas, which
automatically generate a sense of
belongingness and responsibility
while serving their own people.
NGOs are often playing a dual
role when they become partners
with the government amongst the
deprived people in the rural areas
and lend voice to the destitute in
the government at the same time.
Government is aware of the presence of NGOs in the remotest of
areas and thus often depending on
them for surveys, research, studies
of its programs & policies. Today,
the NGOS are divided into multiple
hues, types, ranges and varieties –
from activists who are destabilizing
the governments while playing a
political or quasi-political role to the
grass-root initiatives who are struggling for survival.
Prayas has a clear view of the
amalgamation of the government,
corporate and the democratic institutions in the social sector, as commonly understood, for the rapid
development of the country and the
socio-economic transformation,
with each agency doing what it is
best at. Government to make policies and allocate funds, NGOs to
help the Government in implement-

ing these policies & schemes while
doing their work in the chosen
areas, and the Corporate to provide
additional resources to help the
Government. In the given backdrop,
Prayas would like to present a
Triangular Model of Partnership
amongst
the
Government,
Corporate & NGOs for providing
the much-needed support to the
needy and for targeted interventions, for strategic development and
poverty reduction.
Government
Corporate NGOs
Our views on the CSR as well
as Government-Corporate-Civil
Society partnership as the true
model of Public Private Partnership
(PPP) – are somewhat altered to
the prevailing concept of PPP
wherein the government is entirely
relying upon the Corporate for their
important collaborations, particularly in areas like skill development.
In this process, the voluntary organizations are expected to become
the fourth wing of the development,
the other three being, the
Government,
Democratic
Institutions and the Market
Economy i.e. Corporate. In this suggested structure, CSR can become
a very useful tool if it joins with the
8 | CSR TIMES | SEPTEMBER 2013

NGOs and channelize the resources and funds through them for the
development and betterment of
deprived and poor sections of the
community, particularly the children
in need, marginalized and unemployed youth, women in distress,
elders uncared for, and the disabled, besides the deviants etc.
Prayas, over a time, has ably
presented this model wherever the
support has come to make it happen. Today, Prayas Juvenile Aid
Centre Society as a national level
humanitarian, gender sensitive and
child focused development organization,
operates 236 Centres
including 21 Homes/Shelters for
children, across the country in 8
States/UTs directly serving about
50,000 marginalized children,
youth and women addressing
multiple issues and initiating programs relating to child protection
and juvenile justice, trafficking of
children and women, vocational
and life skills training, empowerment of women through Self-Help
Groups and Income Generation
Programmes, promotion of entrepreneurship, facilitating credit
through bank linkages and also
direct micro finance operations. For
nearly 25 years, now, Prayas has
been and continues to be involved

inspiration

Amod K Kanth
Prayas;
Former Director
General

I

Egalitarian
endeavour...

t wasn’t until some lives were transformed to be
able to enjoy the privileges life offers to all that a
coffee brand was known for its business acumen
only. Yes! this brand stepped into the Indian terrain
nearly half a decade ago and unlike many of its
peers instigated a cause apart from its daily business.
Not many are aware that a coffee chain from UK,
Costa Coffee, is engaged in an activity which also con-

tributes pro-actively for the betterment of the unfortunate classes. While many corporates today run diverse
programs under Corporate Social Responsibility arm,
Santhosh Unni, CEO, Costa Coffee India, is of a different view. Deliberately enough he shuns away to name
it a CSR activity as he is of the view not to corporatize
it. At Costa he is protecting the cause to be tagged – ‘a
corporate mantra’. He asserts, “If a CSR activity is cor-
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CSR can become a
very useful tool if it
joins with the NGOs
and channelize the
resources and funds
through them for the
development and
betterment of
deprived and poor

poratized, then it dilutes the purpose and essence of what you
actually want to do.”
In the last 5 years, Costa has
been instrumental in employing
close to 100 hearing and speech
impaired people, which brings it to
15% of the Costa outlets’ workforce.
Costa’s efforts don’t get bottlenecked here and the coffee chain is
burning midnight’s oil to further
raise this 15% chunk to 20% in the
near future. This initiative is an
attempt on part of Costa Coffee to
provide mainstream employment to
special people in the country and
allow for their assimilation in jobs
being created in India’s new economy.
Not only the CEO, but rest of
the management team is also emotionally connected to the initiative.
While the chain hasn’t dedicated
any separate team for hiring and
training special people (everyone
under Costa’s roof is involved in the
activity in some or the other way),
albeit the needs and requirements
10 | CSR TIMES | SEPTEMBER 2013

of people are being taken care by a
dedicated team. Costa’s human
resource department works in close
association with various NGOs - the
most prominent source to hire special people - to ensure a smooth
employment process. Once these
special employees are onboard,
they undergo a training programme. Being responsible for carrying out the training, the brand
constantly trains its store managers
and over the years scores of them
have gained expertise in sign language. At Costa, it’s a mandate for
every store manager to undergo the
sign language training. More imperative than training these people is
understanding them and lot of focus
has been directed towards this
area. And in the last one year Costa
has really pulled up its socks to put
in an intense labour in that respect.
The coffee house has established its training centers in various
cities across the country, which act
as institutions of teaching the basics
of consumer dealing, understand-

inspiration

ing human gestures and acting as
per the sign language to serve the
consumers at the outlets. Since the
time of the cause’s inception at
Costa, consumer feedback is positively on a rise. The brand is upbeat
with the bombardment of appreciative mails every now and then. As
the activity is close to Unni’s heart,
he is committed to ensure not to
colour it with corporate hues.  
Employment at Costa has fundamentally transformed these lives.
Today a shift in their perspective
towards life and the quality of life
they live could be clearly seen from
the confidence they exhibit (the gut
feeling being a part of the mainstream). Everyone’s heart at Costa
is at ease as the output and results
of the initiative have a proven record
today. Costa’s role, it says, is to
bring them into the mainstream,
establishing equal rights for them
and bringing in appreciation from
the consumers, which further concretizes the feeling of egalitarianism in these lives.
The Coffee house doesn’t support any idea which goes with offering monetary or any other assistance to these physically impaired
employees, as the management doesn’t want them to be
treated differently. Comprehending
the emotions and feelings of these
people, Costa helps them establish
a strong individuality without making them feel different or special. In
that respect, Santhosh Unni
asserts, “We make sure to ascertain equal wages, equal growth,
and opportunities to them just as
we consider our other workforce.”
Today these special people have
completely crushed their the socalled self-pity feelings.
On the one hand, being a part
of mainstream has helped them
grow manifolds in confidence, while

on the other hand their worth has
escalated in leaps and bounds.
This initiative at Costa’s part has
brought financial stability to their
lives; they are equally contributing
to their families and society.
Carrying a genuine smile round the
clock on their faces, they try hard to
please their customers. Their contribution at Costa has gradually
sparked a perspective in consumers’ mind which is completely different to their erstwhile views. Legions
of Costa consumers today enjoy a
great deal interacting with special
employees at the coffee outlets
and have developed a high respect
for them. “Consumers say this
experience has taught them the
virtue of patience and understanding in this fast paced life and developed new respect for such people,”
adds Costa CEO.
Albeit many organizations
today have reservations in providing employment to such physically
impaired people, but on the flipside, Costa is pro-active towards
the endeavor. While incepting the
cause Costa was convinced that
hearing and speech impaired people have a lot of potential and if
harnessed well, they can prove
to be excellent employees
with high level of motivation and commitment.
Bringing a ray of hope
to
these
gloomengulfed lives is what
Costa is upto at present and chances are
rife that many will follow suit. Meanwhile,
the results of the
initiative
have
brought gratification to all the
hearts associated
with it. Kudos!
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very useful tool if it
joins with the NGOs
and channelize the
resources and funds
through them for the
development and
betterment of
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Innovative

drinking
water project for 2 villages
near Mathura Refinery

Bibhuti Pradhan,
Chief Manager
(HR), IndianOil

This is a success story of providing clean drinking water to the doorstep of villagers
in two water-parched villages near Mathura Refinery. This innovative project was
implemented by IndianOil with support from Oil Industry Development Board Relief
Trust (OIDB-RT).
12 | CSR TIMES | SEPTEMBER 2013
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Water-Parched area /
Saline water table
Due to various agro-climatic, geographic and anthropogenic reasons,
water table in 60-80% of the areas in
Barsana Tehsil (Mathura district) has
turned saline. This has made most of
the water supply projects in these
areas dysfunctional since many years.
When the villagers had lost all hopes
to get clean drinking water, IndianOil’s
support brought in cheers through
realization of their dream of ‘Cleandrinking-water-at-doorstep’. This innovative project was implemented for
villagers of two contiguous villages
viz. Chiksauli and Maanpur in Barsana
Tehsil, Mathura district with groundlevel support from Braj Foundation,
a local NGO.

The Solution – Where is
potable water?
The first task was to find a nearby
location with good quality ground
water, from where water could be
brought to these villages. Good
quality water table was fortunately
found in the open fields across a
small hill, only about 1 km away
from these 2 villages. Across this
small hill, there was a small green
belt of very old Kadam trees, which
has a natural ability to treat ground
water and increase level of water
table. At this location, water could
be found at a depth of only 30 ft as
against normal water table depth of
more than 100 ft elsewhere in the
region. Borewell was put up at this
location and water was transported
for use by the target villagers
through a 1 km long 4-inch diameter
pipeline, which was laid underground across the fields.

The Solution – Storage
The key challenge was to store water

at an appropriate location without
incurring too much capital expenditure
on construction of tank-on-towers.
The small hill, across which the borewell was constructed, provided the
innovative answer. On this hilltop,
located at a height of 95 meters, a
1.25 lakh litres capacity water tank
was constructed and another similar
sized water tank was put up near the
foothill. Drinking water was pumped
from the borewell 1 km away into the
foothill tank, from where it is once
again pumped upto the hilltop-tank,
which allowed supply of water to all
the major common points in the villages without use of any motor. The
gravitational force helped supply of
water to the common points / houses.
The motor at the ground level was
also utilized to boost water supply to
400 houses of both the villages. To
take care of erratic grid-power, a 5-kva
genset was installed for un-interrupt13 | CSR TIMES | SEPTEMBER 2013

ed water supply at pre-decided time
slots.

Water Management by
Village Management
Committee
In the first few months, water was
supplied to the common points in
these villages twice a day for 1 hour
each, free of cost, to the villagers.
But later on, in order to ensure
accountability, responsibility and
develop stakeholder relationship, a
Village Management Committee
was formed, which was entrusted
with the responsibility of running &
maintenance of this project. For
long-term sustainability of this project, the Committee has been collecting a nominal amount of Rs
100/- per house per month from the
villagers for maintenance and
upkeep of the equipment, salary of

inspiration

plumbers/electricians, electricity
bills, etc. Water is being supplied
twice daily, typically between 6-8
AM and 4-6 PM. The Committee
was registered in May 2010 and is
running the project successfully.

Benefits
One of the most significant benefits
of this project is that the womenfolk
of these villages do not have to go
to far off places any more in search
of clean drinking water. Additionally,
green cover in this area has also
increased, contributing to the feelgood-factor about environment and
cleaner ambience. Availability of
clean water has also helped villagers develop pasture lands for cattle
and grow cattle feed plants. Cattle
population has grown by nearly
15% after successful implementation of this project. Earlier, cattle

used to die due to lack of sufficient
supply of drinking water and cattle
feed.

Success Story & beyond
This success story is a feather in
the cap of IndianOil, OIDB & Braj
Foundation. For this project,
IndianOil got the ‘Best CSR Project’
award at National CSR Conference
at XIM-Bhubaneswar in Feb-2012,
which was jointly organized by
TISS,
Mumbai
and
XIMBhubaneswar The key to this success is not only funding (Rs. 40
Lakh) and innovative implementation of the project, it is also the
planned institutionalization of longterm self-sustainability of the project by making the Village
Management Committee and 400
households stakeholders of this
project. The success of this project
14 | CSR TIMES | SEPTEMBER 2013

has spread far and wide primarily
through word-of-mouth and has
prompted nearby villagers to adopt
such schemes in their villages as
well.
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Waste Paper Recycling

Good idea!
POWERGRID’s Initiative towards
Sustainable Development

I

Bibhuti Pradhan,
Chief Manager
(HR), IndianOil

n the mid-19th century, there was an
increased demand for books and writing material. Up to that time, paper
manufacturers had used discarded
linen rags for paper, but supply could
not keep up with the increased demand.
Books were bought at auctions for the purpose of recycling fiber content into new paper,
at least in the United Kingdom, by the beginning of the 19th century.
Internationally, about half of all recovered
paper comes from converting losses (pre16 | CSR TIMES | SEPTEMBER 2013

consumer recycling), such as shavings and
unsold periodicals; approximately one third
comes from household or post-consumer
waste.
•
Some statistics on paper consumption:
•
The average per capita paper use
worldwide was 110 pounds (50 kg).
•
It is estimated that 95% of business
information is still stored on paper.
Recycling 1 short ton (0.91 t) of paper
saves 17 mature trees, approximately 26,500

inspiration

litres of water, 18.72 square feet of
landfill space, 320 litres of oil, and
4,100 kilowatt-hours of electricity –
enough energy to power an average
Indian home for four months.
Although paper is traditionally
identified with reading and writing,
communications has now been
replaced by packaging as the single
largest category of paper use at 41%
of all paper used.
11,500 crore sheets of paper are
used annually for personal computers. The average web user prints 28
pages daily.
Most corrugated fiberboard boxes have over 25% recycled fibers.
Some are 100% recycled fiber.
We use paper and paper products every day, from newspapers to
food packaging to office paper. In fact,
paper and paper products make up
the largest portion of the municipal
solid waste stream in the India, and
for that matter in any country, and as
a result, offer the greatest opportunity to recycle.
POWERGRID, a Navratna PSU,
committed to the goal of sustainable
development and conservation of
nature and natural resources. As part
of Sustainable Development initiative,
POWERGRID established its flagship
venture “Waste Paper Recycling
Plant” in the premises of 400/220 kV
GIS Substation at Sohna Road,
Gurgaon.
POWERGRID decided to recycle
used/waste paper to minimize the
negative impact on the environment.
This is another first in the list of many
endeavors like; POWERGRID is the
first company in Asia to have a well
defined Environment & Social Policy
& Procedure. It is also the first company in India and the second in the
world to be certified with a PAS based
Integrated Management Section.
The waste paper recycling unit
has a capacity to handle 40-60 kg of

paper daily. The waste paper generated from the POWERGRID
Corporate Office is used as raw material for the plant. The recycled paper
produced in-house is now utilized for
making company’s letterheads, visiting cards, file/folders, D.O pads etc.
with the aim of phasing out procurement of paper in due course of time.
POWERGRID’s endeavor of recycling
the used/waste paper generated from
its Corporate office has not only made
notable strides in environment protec17 | CSR TIMES | SEPTEMBER 2013

tion for last nine months as making
of 1 ton of paper requires cutting of
17 mature trees and approx 10 liters
of water is needed for the production
of 1 A4 sheet of paper but also provided employment to 5 persons
(including 4 female workers) from
underprivileged section of society.
Encourage
by
its
success,
POWERGRID would like to replicate
this model plant in the other office
establishments at different regional
offices in future.

inspiration

Transforming

Life
corporates and
NGO’S can perform
an active, positive
and effective role in
bringing awareness
among common
people for the
empowerment of
women

Bibhuti Pradhan,
Chief Manager
(HR), IndianOil
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ne of the hottest topics
for news these days
is the mishap of rape.
This Shameful and
heinous crime is being
committed every minute in some part
of the country from metropolitans to
small villages. Crime against women
is rising steeply among all cadres of
society from highly educated people
to illiterates, from wealthy classes to
the poor across the whole country.
Although majority of the incidents go
unreported for fear of shame , misconception of family honour as well
as fear of mishandling of the case by
the police, even the data of reported
crime is shocking and alarming. A
report declares that 683,000 rapes
occur every year, which means
56.96 per month, 1,871 per day, 78
per hour and 1.3 per minute . The
data obviously bursts the myth of
respect of women and the sanctity of
marriage in the Indian Culture. It also
hits hard on the double standards
prevalent in our society where justice
changes meaning for the family and
outsiders. All the same the report of
such news touches each and everyone, even the criminals themselves
about the safety of women in the family.
Most people individually as well
as socially call for the severest punishment for the rapist but seldom give a
thought to the traumatic life of a woman/girl after a rape. The life of the rape
victim will never be the same again.
This violence is so vicious and its
consequences so agonizing that it is
almost impossible for the victim to
come out of the trauma. After suffering the assault on her dignity, feelings
of shame, dirtiness, repulsion and
disgust arise in her mind. The victim
takes frequent baths in an effort to
wash away the feeling of dirtiness and
violation. With the passage of time,
the victim feels angry and frenzied

and her outrage comes out in screams
and attempts to kill herself.
In fact rape is the only crime
where the victim becomes accused.
A major factor responsible for this
irony is the double standards of behavior for boys and girls within the primary institution of society i.e. a family. In most families, boys are encouraged to be bullies and girls are compelled to be docile. The onus of
safeguarding the so-called family
honor lies with the girls and boys are
free to roam around freely. Their frivolous behavior is taken for granted.
As a society, we will have to realize
this imbalance in the grooming of our
children if we think of ourselves as
civilized people since base of family
values lies in our childhood and adolescent years. Some people commit
this crime just to bring shame to the
girl and her family for the rest of their
lives. If as a society, we stop blaming
and punishing girls for a crime committed by a criminal mind, their whole
purpose would be defeated and the
rate of the crime could come down.
We have to understand very clearly
that rape is never the victim’s fault.
To help a victim in coming out of
the trauma, her self-doubt, feeling of
shame and dirtiness, we as a society
have to bring about a sea change in
our pattern of behavior. We must realize that accidents occur even if we
are not committing any mistake.
Instead of blaming the girl, we must
support her in believing that Rape is
not the end of Life. The family, friends
and colleagues must support her as
they would do a person suffering from
a severe illness. She need not feel
ashamed for the lunatic behavior of
a mentally sick person. We must
assure her that since she had committed no wrong, she is as respectable
as ever. We have to relate to her not
as a rape victim but as a rape survivor.
Here are of course many laws for
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the safety of women and everybody
blames the Government of the time
for not implementing those laws properly and hence lack of fear of any
punishment encourages culprits to
commit such crimes so frequently and
openly. But discouragement of such
acts and support of women also calls
for an honest review of our attitude
and behavior as a society.
Here corporates and NGO’S can
perform an active, positive and effective role in bringing awareness among
common people for the empowerment
of women. In the family, workplaces
and public places, women must be
treated as equal to men in all respects.
As children, they must get equal
opportunities of growth: Food and
sports for physical growth, education
for mental development, a feeling of
security for emotional strength , equal
job opportunities for financial independence. Their responsibility of bearing and rearing children must be
honoured and not considered as a
matter of shame or a sign of their
weakness if we want our future generation to be healthy, respectable and
civilised people. We as a responsible
citizen in society would cause total
transformation in how girls and women are treated after the rape, despite
no fault of there. They must not feel
ashamed of talking about mis-happening and lead a normal life. They
must go to school, college, workplace
and in society without guilt and shame.
This alone can bring a happy life
not only for women but for the whole
society.
Shabana Gandhi
The writer represents WIND
BENEATH MY WINGS - an initiative
for freedom, acceptance and empowerment of rape survivors.
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THE NEW COMPANY BILL

WHAT’S IN IT

FOR YOU?
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he New Companies Bill
was finally passed in
Rajya Sabha on 8th
August 2013, making it
mandatory for profit making companies to spend on activities
related to Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR). With the new
legislation, India would possibly
become the first country to have
Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) spending through a statutory
provision.
The new Bill mandates that every
company having a net worth of Rs
500 crore or more, or a turnover of
Rs 1,000 crore or more, or a net
profit of Rs 5 crore or more during
any financial year must constitute a
CSR committee consisting of three
or more directors, with at least one
independent director. This committee
will formulate a CSR policy for the
company and recommend the expenditure to be incurred on CSR activities. At least 2% of the average net
profit of the company made during
three previous financial years must
be spent on CSR activities.
Presenting the bill in Parliament,
Corporate Affairs Minister Sachin
Pilot termed the passage of the Bill
as a “new era for corporate law and
regulation in Indian economy” and
said “this is a ‘historic moment for the
country. After 100 years, this is the
second time that a new company law
has been legislated. ”
The Lok Sabha already cleared
the bill on December 18 last year.

The Bill,
aimed at enhancing corporate governance, also contains provisions to
strengthen regulations
for corporates as well as
auditing firms and promises
to ensure an equitable and
sustainable growth of the country.
The new Bill has introduced numerous changes and concepts which
should simplify regulations and bring
greater clarity and transparency in
managing businesses. The new
Companies Bill has had a tumultuous
journey lasting the entire term of the
UPA government. It awaits
Presidential assent to be promulgated as law.
Now that the Bill is in place, it
will be interesting to see how effective
and useful or antonymous to these
adjectives it would be, in times to
come. Until then let’s take a look at
some of the highlights of this Bill.
• The new law would require companies that meet certain set of
criteria, to spend at least two percent of their average profits in the
last three years towards Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) activities. But only companies reporting Rs 5 crore or more profits in
the last three years have to make
the CSR spend.
• Around 193 recommendations
have been included in the
Companies
Bill
by
the
Parliamentary
Standing
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Committee
and with passing of this Bill, the
Companies Act of 1956 will be
replaced.ot
• The amended legislation also
limits the number of companies
an auditor can serve to 20 besides
bringing more clarity on criminal
liability of auditors.
• The proposed legislation would
ensure setting up of special courts
for speedy trial and stronger steps
for transparent corporate governance practices and curb corporate misdoings.
• The bill provides for class action
suit, which is key weapon for individual shareholders to take collective action against errant companies. The move is being seen
as a positive as it empowers small
shareholders to seek answers in
case they feel that a company’s
management or its conduct of
affairs is prejudicial to its interests
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or its members or depositors.
•
The Companies Bill also
states that corporates must
disclose the difference in
salaries of the directors
and that of the average
employee. This will protect the interest of
shareholders as well
as employees.
•
The Bill
allows companies
the freedom to
choose areas
of work
f o r
CSR
and
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the mandate of a rotation in auditors every 5 years gives the process added credibility.
• In case, entities are unable to
comply with the CSR rules, they
would be needed to give explanations. Otherwise, they would face
action, including penalty.
• The new bill also says the rotation
of audtiors will take place every
five years, , while an audit firm
cannot have more than two terms
of five consecutive years.It also
makes auditors subject to criminal
liability if they knowingly or recklessly omit certain information
from their reports.
• The term for independent directors
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have been fixed for five years too.
The maximum number of directors
in a private company has been
increased from 12 to 15, which
can be increased further by special resolution.
• The new law also makes its mandatory for companies that onethird of their board comprises
independent directors to ensure
transparency. Also, at least one

of the board members should be
a woman.
• The new bill will speed amalgamations and mergers
• The new law mandates payment
of two years’ salary to employees
in companies which wind up
operations.
• The law also gives more statutory powers to the government’s
investigative arm Serious Fraud
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Investigation Office (SFIO) to
tackle corporate fraud.
But, the provisions of this Bill
have had their own concerns as
echoed by some of the entrepreneurs.
Such as, the definition and role of
independent directors is raising concerns within the corporate sector. A
sense of wariness and unease has
crept in with the new code of accountability laid out in the Bill, as it is at
present silent on any tax benefit to
the corporates. Then, so far CSR
was the prerogative of company management. But now this is being seen
as an unnecessary burden by some
industrialists on their shoulders. And
then a question by the common man,
“what are the consequences of not
complying with the CSR provisions
of the Bill?”, gets an unsatisfactory
answer that “the Bill only provides
that sufficient reasons need to be
provided for not making the requisite
CSR spend. While there are no specific penalties are contemplated in
the Bill with respect to CSR, Chapter
XXIX, Sections 450 and 451 of the
Bill provide for general penalties for
contravention and repeat offences.”

AYUSH
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Agony & Irony

The CSR Bill

C

Pulkit Srivastava

orporate
Social
Responsibility -Three
words that constitute a
term with a multitude
of facets that a single
bill, let alone in the present form, can’t
do justice to. CSR is an ethical practice reflecting the intent and the vision
of the top leadership of a body corporate, seeking to build synergies
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with its surrounding environment. It
is social action that dabbles with
growth and achievement far beyond
one single entity’s while impacting
the future much beyond the vision of
a single generation.
The recently passed CSR bill
attempts to underscore the importance of these synergies, albeit in a
lopsided fashion. While the intent is

inspiration

much appreciated, the bill itself is
fraught with structural deficiencies,
an intellectual bankruptcy (not quite
surprising with respect to our current
govt.) while being replete with
loopholes that provide many an
opportunity to escape the burden of
these noble acts.
To begin with, CSR being an
ethical practice is also assumed to
be voluntary. The charm of this
responsibility lies in the fact that those
who work for profit, find it in their best
interests to give back to the very social
environment they operate in. Hence,
mandating a voluntary act at some
level violates the tenets of free will.
CSR has meaning when it is instituted as a legacy and culture reflecting sound leadership, and not simply as a rule of accounting to be
followed.
The definition of philanthropic
work is very narrow and not very
deep. The bill looks only at the monetary
aspects of
philanthropy. Accounting can accommodate
very few non-financial components.
With CSR as a mere expenditure to
be apportioned on a yearly basis, the
depth, direction and commitment of
this expenditure cannot be adequate-

ly measured.Though, many may
argue that provisions have been made
for auditors and regulatory boards,
adequacy may still leave many things
to be desired.
The current bill puts this expenditure to be 2% of average net profits and enumerates the various avenues for desired spends that too
mostly in project mode. Herein lies the
problem. When we view something
as a mere expenditure, (or as some
may put it - investment), then convenience, personal disposition and
perceptional differences come into
play. What may be good for
society may not necessarily be convenient for the Corporate or it may
simply not interest the top brass. For
balanced social development, can
you hold someone responsible for
simply not attaching much importance
to, let’s say, the problem of malnutrition vis-à-vis forest conservation? Or
if someone chooses to battle drug
addiction over malaria?
Who decides the optimal level of
balance? As in the famous lyrics of
AllanisMorresette’s song Ironic – “It’s
like ten thousand spoons when all
you need is a knife!”
The bill links CSR expenditure
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to profits only. What happens when
a company suffers losses? What happens when a company under-reports
its profits? Would this bill lead to a
trend of under-reporting profits? If so,
what are the safe guards instituted
by the legislators? It’s easy to be optimistic about the vast funds that will
be released for social development
in the future, but those who manage
to reduce their tax liabilities, can
surely reduce the extent of their social
commitments!
Fears are prevalent of the misuse
of CSR activities at the hands of
Public Relations executives. What if
this becomes merely a promotional
gimmick at the cost of real work done?
The CSR bill also has the potential
to become the next easy excuse for
many corporate to carry on their substandard business operations while
projecting a clean conscience.
Company A pollutes the environment,
flouts numerous govt. rules but oh
hey, it runs a hospital…problem
solved. The 2% quota exhausted!
Corporate social responsibility is
a complex concept. Mere expenditure
limits cannot ensure sound social
development. Aligning managerial
goals and stakeholder interests to
social requirements is not easy. The
concept of social responsibility goes
far beyond vanilla philanthropy and
this, the bill is not equipped to address.
Corporate social responsibility
encompasses stable, happy, clean
and fair work environment, a fair
sense of justice and leadership, synergizing corporate goals with individual and social goals, developmental goals, environmental consciousness, transformative approaches,
best
practices,
charity
and
many many more things.
The CSR bill today, is, at best, a
work in progress. It is yet to transform
into an enabling legislation.

“All lives have equal value”
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

T

Bibhuti Pradhan,
Chief Manager
(HR), IndianOil

he Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is the largest transparently operated private foundation in the world, founded by Bill
and Melinda Gates. The primary aims of the foundation are,
globally, to enhance healthcare and reduce extreme poverty,
and in America, to expand educational opportunities and access
to information technology.
[The foundation, based in Seattle, Washington, is controlled by its three
trustees: Bill Gates, Melinda Gates and Warren Buffett. It had an endowment of US$36.2 billion as of 30 September 2012. The scale of the foundation and the way it seeks to apply business techniques to giving makes it
one of the leaders in the philanthro-capitalism revolution in global philanthropy though the foundation itself notes that the philanthropic role has
limitations. In 2007, its founders were ranked as the second most generous
philanthropists in America, and Warren Buffet the first. A 2013 Bloomberg
report stated that, as of May 16, 2013, Bill Gates had donated US$28 billion
to the foundation.]
Microsoft founder and billionaire Bill Gates and his wife Melinda are
well-known around the world for the philanthropic work of their foundation.
Focused on education and health care–the two basic building blocks of any
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viable society–the Gates Foundation
has become a leader in initiatives
intended to prevent HIV/AIDS and
to eradicate malaria. In addition to
these well-publicized campaigns,
though, the Gates Foundation is hard
at work on various other projects
around the world. Here are few
remarkable projects spearheaded by
the Gates Foundation which are
lesser known but equally important:

 Housing in the United
States
Homelessness has long been a
problem in the U.S., but with the
mortgage and foreclosure crisis
affecting so many families, homelessness is threatening people previously insulated from this particular
social problem.
Though the Gates Foundation
has been committed to fair and affordable housing initiatives in the
Washington State region since 2000,
it has stepped up efforts to prevent

homelessness, assist in rapid placement of homeless families, and work
with partner agencies to provide
newly homeless with employment
opportunities that will help them
recover economic stability.

Tobacco Prevention
Around the World
Tobacco… it’s not a sexy issue.
Though anti-smoking campaigns
were popular in the U.S. a couple
decades ago, tobacco-related initiatives have moved away from the
purview of special interest groups
and have become the concern of
local governments, which have
banned indoor smoking from Mexico
City to Manhattan.

Emergency & Disaster
Intervention
Hurricane Katrina is a case study in
developed countries’ emergency
efforts gone awry, and the Gates
Foundation is fully aware that no
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country is ever fully prepared to
respond to emergencies and disasters, regardless of its infrastructure.
Partnering with aid agencies that
have demonstrated track records in
disaster response, the Gates
Foundation has provided emergency grant money to respond to flooding in India, the cyclone in Myanmar,
post-election violence in Kenya,
and–yes–Hurricanes Katrina and
Rita.

Internet Connectivity &
Access to Technology
As the man who was at the helm of
Microsoft for more than 30 years, it’s
little surprise that the Gates
Foundation invests time and money
in Internet-related projects. The
Internet is a powerful resource and
tool, yet a deep digital divide exists
between developed and developing
countries, and the Gates Foundation
is working hard to bridge that gap.
With projects in Latvia, Bulgaria,

through public health invention that
has not changed substantially since
the first flush toilet patent was
issued in 1775. The Foundation has
called on grantees to design a
standalone toilet unit without pipedin water, a sewer connection, or
outside electricity, with facility costs
targeted at less than five cents per
person per day. RTTC is also working to improve waste handling from
collection and treatment.

and South Africa, the Gates
Foundation hopes to democratize
the Internet by making access free
and as widespread as possible
where government budgets are
unable to build technological infrastructures.

Children’s Vaccine
Program
The Children’s Vaccine Program,
run by the Program for Appropriate
Technology in Health (PATH),
received a donation of US$27 million to help vaccinate against
Japanese encephalitis,

HIV Research

The foundation has donated a
grand total of US$287 million to
various HIV/AIDS researchers. The
money was split between sixteen
different research teams across the
world, on the condition that they
share their findings with one another.

Next Generation
Condom
The foundation is offering $100,000
to the scientist who can develop a

new and improved condom, one
that “significantly preserves or
enhances pleasure, in order to
improve uptake and regular use”
according to the Gates Foundation’s
Grand Challenges in Global Health
website. The condom challenge is
one of five health initiatives put forward in Round 11 of the Grand
Challenges Explorations, a program that rewards innovative,
unorthodox approaches to global
health and disease prevention.

Reinvent the Toilet
Challenge
In 2011 The foundation launched a
program to promote the development of toilet innovations to benefit
the 2.5 billion people that do not
have access to safe and effective
sanitation. The Reinvent the toilet
challenge (RTTC) is premised on
the fact that ground-breaking
improvements are required in toilet
design and fecal sludge management to close the urban sanitation
gap. Since its launch, 15 teams
have received grants to develop
innovative on-site and off-site waste
treatment solutions for the urban
poor. The RTTC is focused on reinventing the flush toilet, a break30 | CSR TIMES | SEPTEMBER 2013

[In October 2006 the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation was split
into two entities: the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation Trust, which manages the endowment assets and the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation,
which “... conducts all operations and
grantmaking work, and it is the entity from which all grants are made.”
Also announced was the decision to
“... spend all of [the Trust’s] resources within 50 years after Bill’s and
Melinda’s deaths.” This would close
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Trust and effectively end the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation. In the
same announcement it was reiterated that Warren Buffett “... has stipulated that the proceeds from the
Berkshire Hathaway shares he still
owns at death are to be used for philanthropic purposes within 10 years
after his estate has been settled.”
The plan to close the Foundation
Trust is in contrast to most large
charitable foundations that have no
set closure date. This is intended to
lower administrative costs over the
years of the Foundation Trust’s life
and ensure that the Foundation Trust
not fall into a situation where the vast
majority of its expenditures are on
administrative costs, including salaries, with only token amounts contributed to charitable causes.]
[courtesy: various websites
including Wikipedia]

Let’s work for a

better society
35TH NATIONAL SEMINAR ON CSR

C

SR TIMES, in association with Indian Achievers’ Forum organized
a National Seminar on Corporate Social Responsibility named,
“Let’s work for a better society” on 22nd August 2013 at the India
Habitat Centre, Lodhi Road, New Delhi.
The Seminar was well timed in conjunction with the recent
passage of Company Bill that provides for compulsory spends on CSR activities
by medium and large size organizations in India. Many eminent speakers
expressed their thoughts on the subject that enlightened a large gathering of
about 250 delegates from across the country representing national and multinational companies, PSUs, NGOs and Funding Agencies.
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The seminar began with lighting
of ceremonial lamp by the Chief
Guest, Mr K Suresh, Minister of State
(Labour and Employment) and other
dignitaries on stage like, Mr Joginder
Singh, Writer and Ex-CBI Director;
Mr Amod Kanth, Social Activist and
Ex-DCP, Delhi Police; Mr Ashok
Chakraborty, AGM-CSR, NTPC; Mr
Niranjan
Khatri,
GM-Environ
Initiatives, ITC Welcomgroup; Dr
Jitender Agarwal, CEO Sarthak
(NGO); Mr Suneel Shastri, PatronIndian Achievers’ Forum.
Among the speakers were Ashok
Chakraborty from NTPC, Nirajan
Khatri from ITC, and Amod Kanth

from JAC. Their well thought speeches and presentations on Corporate
Social Responsibility were a delight
to watch and witness. While Mr
Ranjeev Dubey gave a lively presentation on the topic called “CSR:
Corporate Social Responsibility or
Corporate Self Interest Response?”,
Mr Ashok Chakraborty, delved on the
“Issue in rolling out Community
Development
Initiatives
by
Corporates”. Mr Niranjan Khatri
spoke on the “Business Responsibility
and CSR”. Dr Jitender Agarwal presented a case study on the initiatives
of their NGO called Sarthak. Mr
Amod Kanth’s speech on “Role and
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Challenges before NGOs” was
thought provoking. Mr Suneel Shastri
enlightened the audience with his
experience on the subject and spoke
on
“CSR
Obligations
and
Opportunities”.
[“From the business perspective,
it’s the values that has been embedded by the father of this nation
Mahatma Gandhi, that how also the
knowledge and skills can be transported across the oceans. And, in
India you have some of the best
brains to make this country grow fast
and become developed.” - His
Excellency Mr Ernest Rwamucyo,
High Commissioner - Republic of

Rwanda]
[“Schedule VII allows you spend
money on: Eradicating hunger and
poverty; reducing child mortality, combating diseases, ensuring environmental sustainability. Promoting education; vocational training; Social
business projects; promoting gender
equality, empowering women;
Contribution to any Central or State
Government fund for socio-economic development. Net, net: You could
do anything and call it CSR! Thus:
Self serving corporate spend can be
CSR. “ – Ranjan C Dubey with pic ]
[Corporates should never run out
of ideas to spend their CSR budget,

because of the following facts and
figures say, about India: 16% of world
population and 1.6% of world GDP.
50% of children under 4 malnourished. 60% women anemic. 88% of
India does not have civic amenities.
75% school do not have toilets. 30%
of school do not have drinking water.
10 lac elementary school and 4 lac
Teachers. Elementary education
budget 98,000 crores. 100000 children in child prostitution. 5% babies
in Mumbai have HIV.” – Niranjan
Khatri]
[People with Disability may not
overcome all their challenges … Like
you and me and any other Human
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Being.” – Dr Agarwal, Sarthak
Foundation]
[“Take care of your body, the
body will take care of you. Take care
of your society, the society will take
care of you, Take care of your country, world, globe, they will take care
of you.” - ]
[“The Corporate social responsibility is all about the conscious of
the Corporates towards society, citizenship and commitment” [“Every milestone gives you satisfaction and motivation. Launch of
CSR TIMES website has definitely
infused a sense of satisfaction in the
entire team of CSR TIMES and we

are even more eager to take things
further from here. Our coverage of
some notable initiatives by NGOs and
Corporate Houses like TERI, TATA
Group, Bharti Airtel, BHEL, ONGC,
OIL, British Petroleum, Gitanjali
Gems, Smile Foundation, Navjyoti
Foundation, has received special
attention from the readers, and in turn
these brands have also got a big mileage. Hence we can proudly say that
CSR TIMES is serving multiple purposes, such as, giving information,
highlighting good work, and enhanc-

ing brand image.” – Harish Uniyal]
The Seminar included the official
launch of the website of CSR TIMES.
The Indian and Global Achievers
Award ceremony also took place during the seminar, wherein the people
from diversified fields were felicitated
for their outstanding achievements
and contribution towards the betterment of society as a whole. Among
the Award Winners, chosen from a
total of about 300 nominations, few
were Ashim Gujral, Chairman, Moti
Mahal Group of Restaurants; Sushil
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Kumar, World Champion Wrestler,
Girish Agarwal, CMD Rajasthali
Resorts & Studios, Jaipur, Dr B S
Goel, ED, Institute of Professional
Excellence
in
Management,
Ghaziabad, Mr Dinesh G Randad,
Executive VP, Binani Cement.
The vote of thanks followed by
an insight to the future plans of CSR
TIMES, by Mr Harish Chandra was
very engrossing and provided some
food for thought to the audience as
to how CSR TIMES can become a
common viable platform for
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Dabur organizes blood
donation camp
Dabur,
India’s
premier
healthcare firm,
in association
with Dubai Blood Donation Centre
at Latifa Hospital in Dubai recently
organized a blood donation campaign for its employees in Dubai.
The event took place in tune with
the corporate social responsibility
programme under the CSR arm of
Dabur. The recent activity at Dabur
saw 35 employees donating blood.
For the benefit of the community,
since donated blood has a very
short shelf life, the healthcare
brand is committed to further
organize such events more often.

Vedanta organizes stakeholder
meeting on Mid Day Meal
Corporate
Social
Responsibility
and
Public Relations department at Vedanta Alumni
Ltd has off late organized a stakeholder meeting on Mid Day Meal at
Lanjigarh in Odisha. The event focused on looking to various issues
rising in and outside the country. Collaborated with the Government of
Odisha and Nandi Foundation, the company has been working towards
the betterment of underprivileged school going children in Lanjigarh
block of Kalahandi district in Odisha since last one year. The meeting
was inaugurated by the Chairman of Lanjigarh Block - Sasmita Majhi.
The MDM Programme has benefitted 18000 children in 200 schools,
which serves 50 km radius area of Lanjigarh.

Infant mortality rate plunged in Gujarat with
Vodafone’s E-Mamta

CSR activities to climb the
ladder at Canara Bank

Concentrating its energies on arenas like education, hygienic health,
eye care, cancer care and others,
Canara Bank has decided to go
aggressive for its CSR initiatives.
Joining hands with Syndicate Bank,
Canara trains rural folks for employment. The bank is also involved in
funding for construction of thousands of toilets in girls schools
across 26 lead districts across India.
Moving ahead, it has set up Artisan
Centers in states like Karnataka,
Tamil Nadu and Kerala to help talented artisans and promote their
artifacts. This initiative, spanning
over last 18 months has really
yielded good results and the bank
is gratified with the outcome.

The infant mortality rate in Gujarat last year was 48 points. This year the rate
has plunged to 44 from 48 base points last year. Thanks to Vodafone’s
e-Mamta, a mother-child tracking programme. The 4 point fall in the infant
mortality rate has been the highest improvement in the state in the last one
decade. For its contribution, the initiative has also been awarded with the
Golden Peacock Award for innovative product/service in telecom category.
This is the consecutive second term award for Vodafone in a row after it was
conferred the same awarded last year for the ‘Resolve’ progaramme under
Corporate Social Responsibility category. Towards the cause, the telecom
giant innovated a voice-based closed user group (CUG) solution and provided 42,000 SIM cards to ASHAs (Accredited Social Health Activist), Doctors
and Health workers.
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NTPC organizes meet to discuss
schemes run by CSR
NTPC Rihand has lately organized a meeting of village development advisory committee at Conference Hall of Employee
Development Centre, Allahabad. AGM
(HR), Rajneesh Rastogi, who was the chief
guest at the event discussed about various
schemes (centered around the betterment,
socio-economic as well as infrastructural development of the community)
run by CSR section. The chief guest also spoke about NTPC Rihand’s
Garment Manufacturing Training programme for unemployed ladies and
Motor Rewinding Training for ST youths. The organization, in association
with MSME (Govt. of India Enterprises), Varanasi, works in the villages of
UP and MP towards the endeavour.

Delhi University gets its first e-waste drop box
In a first for India’s premier University, global
leader in e-waste management dataserv
APAC placed the first e-waste drop box at
the DU campus at Miranda House, Delhi
University. The drop box was placed by dataserv APAC with the idea of sensitizing youth
about safe disposal of e-waste. The drop
box was inaugurated by Ms. Sunita Narain,
Director, Centre for Science and Environment (CSE), Prof. Dinesh SinghVice Chancellor, University of Delhi, Ms Pratibha Jolly- Principal, Miranda
House along with Mr. Amit Sardana, MD, dataserv APAC at the Delhi
Youth Summit on Climate Change (DYSoC 2013).
E-waste constitutes old or unusable mobile phones, handheld computer or telephony devices, laptops and computer peripherals apart from
white goods. India has 900 million users of mobile phones. Irresponsible
disposal of such devices through illegal operators or junk dealers can
cause serious environmental damage and lead to health hazards over
time. The E-waste Drop Box will offer college students an authorized
outlet for disposing old and unusable phones and accessories. The
e-waste collected in this drop box will be collected and disposed-off in
line with the E-waste Management and Handling Rules 2011 by dataserv APAC.

Thailand to host CSR
Asia Summit 2013
In the last 20 years albeit many
Asian nations have grown in leaps
and bounds due to their flourishing businesses and robust economy, but at the same time this
unchecked growth has brought
with it many socio-economic challenges too. The likes of global
warming, rapid urbanization,
water shortage, environmental
hazards, natural disasters et al
are a few to be mentioned. As a
result, many organizations and
business houses in Asia are
forced to contemplate over the
issue – how to grow being socially responsible! To address such
critical issues, Thailand will be
hosting CSR Asia Summit 2013.
The summit will be an insightful
platform where business leaders
and experts will identify key challenges and discuss solutions for
corporate social responsibility
(CSR) in the Asian region. The
summit will be an answer to the
social and environmental challenges in Asia. The summit will
take place on September 17-18,
2013.

BPCL to provide rest rooms to fisherwomen

Taking a leap forward in its Corporate Social Responsibility domain, Bharat Petroleum Corporation
Limited (BPCL) will help uplifting the sanitary conditions of fisherwomen at Malpe harbor. The
initiative will see BPCL shelling out Rs 4 lakh to provide rest rooms to these fisherwomen at the
port. Another 16 lakh will be spent to provide 4 high-mast lamps and Rs 20 lakh for furnished tile
flooring for the auction yard.
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INSPIRATION

Keeping the dreams alive!

S

uper 30, does it sound
like a game where various teams would vie
each other to enter the
‘super’ bandwagon?
Scores will associated this term
(super 30) with some kind of sport
while many might have heard about
it. Let me bring to the fore the name
who made it to the Cambridge, but
could gain entry due to financial constrains, a mathematician and a columnist – Anand Kumar. This man from
Bihar is known for his groundbreaking
institution – super 30. He is the dreamshaper of many IIT-aspirant lives. It
was 2002, when an economically
weak student sought his tutelage for
IIT and Anand was motivated to initiate super 30. Thus ‘super 30’ was
born. Since 2002 ‘Ramanujan School
of Mathematics’ – which he started
prior to super 30 and would tutor close
to 500 students, conducts an entrance

exam for his super 30 programme. The shortlisted 30 are then
tutored, provided study material and
lodging for one year. Many minds
would now think – what is the cost
for this? But hold on your nerves,
nobody has to shell out even a single
penny. Today, hundreds (farmers, drivers, shopkeepers, mechanics et al)
are among the proud parents whose
children have made it big in life. The
fundamental idea at super 30 is to
help and prepare students for IIT who
are from economically backward
classes. Anand’s mother cooks food
for the students at the coaching centre and his brother looks after the
management. By this year, 281 out
of 330 students from super 30 have
made it to the IITs. Anand – whose
own childhood has witnessed poverty as a curse, is committed to devote
his life to teach and prepare students
who would in the coming times shoul38 | CSR TIMES | SEPTEMBER 2013

der the responsibility in different walks
of life. And he does it without any
external monetary assistance. They
say, when you are committed for a
cause, venues will open up. After a
long, intense struggle, Anand’s efforts
towards the endeavour has started
garnering recognition from national
and international personalities and
organizations. He and his coaching
institute is a subject for a research
from TISS. He writes various columns
on different mediums on mathematics. Discovery Channel showcased
his work in a documentary. Even our
own Bollywood could stay untouched
by his humanistic contribution towards
society and one listens that he will
be the subject of a film, which will
very soon go on floors. Hats off to the
common mortal who is making
extraordinary contribution to the
needy! As they say – where there is
a will, there is a way.   
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